
History - Test Your Skills
Year 3 Bronze and Iron Ages

1. Which two metals are used to create bronze? Tick the correct answer.

2. What was the name of the group of people that settled in Britain  
bringing with them the knowledge of how to create and use bronze?

1 mark

1 mark

tin and copper gold and copper tin and steel

3. How was using bronze a better material that stone?  
Tick the 3 best options:

1 markBronze was shinier and looked nicer.

Bronze could be shaped into sharper edges.

Bronze could be more easily moulded into different shapes.

Bronze was more durable (harder-wearing) and lasted longer.

4. After the Bronze Age came the Iron Age. Iron was made through a process 
 of casting and smelting. Match the terms to the correct definitions:

1 markcasting

smelting

When iron ore is heated up until the brown iron oxide 
(rust) burns off, leaving pure iron. Whilst it is still hot, the 
iron is hammered into a shape and then left to cool. 

When tin and copper is heated up, poured into a mould 
and cooled. 
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5. Why did the use of iron replace the use of bronze?  
Tick the 3 correct answers:

6. Underline the correct option from the choices below:

Stronger iron farming tools meant that more food could be produced for  
 
people – not just the farmers and their families – to eat. This surplus (extra)  
 
food could be traded / thrown away. Iron Age farmers traded with people  
 
from other parts of Asia / Europe. Britain traded items such as grain and  
 
wool / wine and oil for items that could not be grown or made here such as  
 
wine and oil / grain and wool. 

2 marks

1 mark

Tin and copper became very expensive.

Bronze was stronger than iron.

Bronze weapons were weaker and would shatter against iron weapons.

Iron took a long time to create leaving people with no free time.

Iron ore was common in Britain and easier to get hold of than tin and copper.

7. True or false?

“Celt is the name given to lots of people that  
lived in Europe during the Iron Age.”

1 mark

True False
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8. Using this image of the inside of an Iron Age house, write 3 ways in which 
Iron Age homes are different to our homes today:

2 marks

1 )

2 )

3 )


